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Abstract: Previous plant phenotyping studies have focused on the visible (VIS, 400–700 nm),
near-infrared (NIR, 700–1000 nm) and short-wave infrared (SWIR, 1000–2500 nm) range.
The ultraviolet range (UV, 200–380 nm) has not yet been used in plant phenotyping even though
a number of plant molecules like flavones and phenol feature absorption maxima in this range.
In this study an imaging UV line scanner in the range of 250–430 nm is introduced to investigate
crop plants for plant phenotyping. Observing plants in the UV-range can provide information
about important changes of plant substances. To record reliable and reproducible time series results,
measurement conditions were defined that exclude phototoxic effects of UV-illumination in the
plant tissue. The measurement quality of the UV-camera has been assessed by comparing it to a
non-imaging UV-spectrometer by measuring six different plant-based substances. Given the findings
of these preliminary studies, an experiment has been defined and performed monitoring the stress
response of barley leaves to salt stress. The aim was to visualize the effects of abiotic stress within the
UV-range to provide new insights into the stress response of plants. Our study demonstrated the first
use of a hyperspectral sensor in the UV-range for stress detection in plant phenotyping.
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1. Introduction

Plant phenotyping using hyperspectral imaging involves the acquisition of specific parts of
the electromagnetic spectrum. When light strikes a leaf the light is either transmitted through
the leaf, absorbed by leaf chemicals or reflected from the leaf surface or internal structures [1].
Hyperspectral non-imaging sensors measure the average spectral information over the investigated
area but lack further spatial information, while imaging hyperspectral sensors combine spectral
and spatial resolutions [2]. Previous studies using hyperspectral sensors focused on the visible
(400–700 nm), near-infrared (700–1000 nm) and short-wave infrared (1000–2500 nm) range [1].
Reflectance in the visible range can be correlated to leaf pigment content since plants tend to reduce
leaf chlorophyll concentration [3], while the near-infrared range is mostly influenced by the leaf
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structure (e.g., leaf trichome density or leaf thickness) and leaf water content [4]. In addition to the leaf
water content, the short-wave infrared range is also influenced by the chemical compositions of the
leaf [5,6] like lignin or cellulose [7]. The ultraviolet range (200–380 nm) has not yet been used in plant
phenotyping. A number of plant molecules like flavonoids, amino acids, anthocyanins and nucleoside
feature absorption maxima in the UV-range [8–10]. The aromatic compound phenol for example
shows a maximum absorption at 270–274 nm and is produced by a multiplicity of plants as protection
against stress [11]. Flavonoids are described to be important in plant resistance against fungi [12] and
have two absorption maxima at 240–290 nm and 310–370 nm (flavones and flavonols) [13]. Previous
studies show that saline stress in barley seedlings leads to an increase of flavonoids and total phenolic
compounds [14].

In order to measure the reflectance of leaves in the UV-range there are special requirements for the
measuring platform. A suitable sensor and a light source with a sufficiently homogeneous illumination
over the measured spectrum from 250–500 nm have to be integrated. UV-radiation consists of the UV-C
(200–280 nm), UV-B (280–320 nm) and UV-A (320–400 nm) range of which the UV-C range is the most
hazardous [15]. UV-radiation has been shown to damage the DNA, amino acids, proteins, lipids and
plant growth regulators, leading to changes in growth and general development [15]. As a response to
UV-radiation, mitochondria and chloroplasts can produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) like hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2), activating programmed cell death [16,17]. To ensure that no tissue damage is induced
by using a UV-light source for hyperspectral imaging, irradiated plants have to be examined for the
production of ROS. Previous studies also showed that UV-radiation can cause an accumulation of
phenolic compounds to protect the photosynthetic apparatus [18] thus low UV-intensities have to be
chosen for the experiment.

The hypothesis of this study is that host-pathogen interactions have an influence on plant-derived
compounds such as secondary plant metabolites and thereby changing the reflectance properties in
the UV-range. It is assumed that hyperspectral imaging in the UV-range can provide further important
information about changes in plant substances during pathogenesis.

In this study we introduce an imaging hyperspectral sensor system in the range of 250–430 nm
for the assessment of plant stress. To evaluate hyperspectral imaging using a UV-based sensor three
different experiments were performed: (1) comparing the performance of the UV line scanner to a
non-imaging UV-sensor (Flame Spectrometer S, Ocean Optics, Largo, MD, USA) with measurements
of different plant-based substances, (2) the phototoxic effects of the required illumination were
qualitatively assessed and (3) based on insights of the first two experiments, an application study was
performed with barley leaves induced with salt stress.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Imaging Setup and Hyperspectral Imaging

A hyperspectral UV-VIS imaging sensor set up has been established to record reflectance of plants
or substances (Figure 1). The UV line scanner (Headwall Photonics, Bolton, MA, USA) consists of
a Hyperspec UV-VIS-Interline CCD Sensor in the range of 240–500 nm with a spectral resolution
of 1.4 nm and a pixel pitch of 5.5 µm. The UV-VIS lens provides a focal distance of 28.3 mm and a
maximum lens aperture of f/3.5. Illumination is provided by a halogen lamp 21 DC (TechniQuip,
Pleasanton, CA, USA) and a distinct UV-lamp (UniLux, Guardian, Saddle Brook, NJ, USA) with
adjustable intensities of 300–5000 lx. The UV-lamp was attached at a distance of 45 cm above the
linear stage with a vertical orientation of 70◦, the halogen lamp was attached at a distance of 38 cm.
The camera was placed at a distance of 40 cm above a linear stage. The measurements were performed
within a light-proof box (92 cm × 61 cm × 92 cm) to ensure controlled illumination conditions and
protect operators against UV-radiation. Exposure times of 800 and 2500 ms were used with a framerate
of 0.4 frames per second and a speed of 0.141 mm/s of the linear axis to move the sample below the
camera. A white reference image of 95% barium sulfate and a dark current image were recorded
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before every measurement to obtain the relative reflectance, which was calculated using the software
Headwall Hyperspec III (Headwall Photonics, Bolton, MA, USA). The data was analysed using the
software ENVI 5.5 (Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Boulder, CO, USA) (Table 1). An amount
of 2000 pixel was used to extract the average reflectance of barley leaves while 40,000 pixel were
used for pure substances. To evaluate the performance of the measuring set up three scenarios have
been investigated. The interaction between UV-light and plant tissue was studied to exclude any
phototoxic effects (Section 2.2), the measurement quality of the imaging line scanner was compared to
a non-imaging UV-spectrometer (Section 2.3) and the effects of abiotic stress within the UV-range were
tested (Section 2.4).

Figure 1. Hyperspectral UV-VIS imaging System with UV-VIS-line scanner, UV-light source, halogen
light and line stage.

Table 1. Technical properties of the Flame Spetrometer S and UV line scanner used in this study.

Properties Flame Spectrometer S UV Line Scanner

manufacturer Ocean Optics Headwall Photonics
sensor type non-imaging imaging
wavelength range 190–1100 nm 250–500 nm
spectral resolution 0.11 nm 14 nm (961 bands)
spatial resolution - 1392 px
frame rate 400 Hz 7 Hz
movement speed between x- and y-axis - 0.141 mm/s
measuring software Flame 1.6.7 Hyperspec III
image sensor name - Intevac Microvista Kamera

2.2. Qualitative Assessment of UV-Light Plant Tissue Interaction

To determine the maximum intensity of UV-radiation at which no tissue damage of plant material
is caused, a series of intensity measurements was conducted. Barley cv. Ingrid was grown in plastic pots
(5 × 5 cm) on commercial substrate (Topfsubstrat 1.5, Balster Erdenwerk GmbH, Sinntal-Altengronau,
Germany) in a greenhouse environment and watered as necessary. After reaching growth stage 11
according to BBCH scale [19] the plants were illuminated for 30 min with 20 different UV-radiations
from 300–5000 lx. For each intensity, three pots with two barley plants each were illuminated and
three samples of every plant with a size of 1 × 1 cm were used for microscopic investigation. Tissue
damage was investigated by H2O2 detection using 3,3-diaminobenzidine (DAB). The leaves were
placed in 1mg/ml DAB-HCl, pH 3.8 [20] for 24 h, followed by 24 h in fixation solution (75% ethanol,
25% chloroform, 0.15% trichloroacetic acid, [21]). H2O2 detection was indicated by brown stained cell
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components and analyzed by microscopy (Leica Leitz DMBRB, Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). Images were
taken with a digital camera mounted on the microscope (HV-C20A, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).

2.3. Evaluation of Spectral Accuracy

To exclude systemic effects, noise and to evaluate the accuracy of the hyperspectral sensor system
in the UV-range, measurements of different homogeneous substances were conducted with the UV line
scanner and the non-imaging Flame Spectrometer S. It provids a wavelength range from 190–1100 nm
and a spectral resolution of 0.11 nm. The pure substances measured were fructose (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe,
Germany), glucose (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), saccharose (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany),
potassium nitrate (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MI, USA), sodium chloride (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt,
Germany) and starch (Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). The substances were each placed in one
well of a black coloured 6-well plate with a filling volume of 5 mL and filled up to the edge to avoid
shadows. The reflectance of each substance was captured separately, during the measurement of one
individual substance the remaining substances were covered by black paperboard. Each measurement
was repeated five times for the UV line scanner and 20 times for the Flame Spectrometer S. An exposure
time of 800 ms was used for the UV line scanner and 1000 ms for the Flame Spectrometer S. UV- and
halogen-illumination were kept constant for both measurements with UV-intensities of 1000 lx. Spectral
signatures were extracted from 40,000 pixel for each measurement conducted with the UV line scanner.
Calculation of root-mean-square error (RMSE) was generated with R (R Studio 1.1456). RMSE was
calculated according

RMSE =

√
1
n ∑(Flame Spectrometer S − UV linescanner)2 (1)

2.4. Monitoring Abiotic Salt Stress of Barley Leaves in the UV-Vis Spectrum

Primary leaves of barley cv. Ingrid were cut after reaching growth stage 11 according to BBCH
scale [19] at a approximate length of 10 cm. The leaves were placed on 10 g/L phytoagar (Duchefa
Biochemie B.V, Haarlem, Netherlands), containing 0.34 mM benzimidazole [22]. To visualize an
abiotic stress, salt stress was chosen due to an easy induction and availability of studies. To induce
salt stress, phytoagar plates with 20 g/L NaCl and 80 g/L NaCl were prepared. Five plates were
kept untreated and five technical replications with four leaves each were used for the experiment.
The agar plates were sealed and incubated at 19 ◦C in a controlled environment with 1100 cd × m−2

illuminance and a photo-period of 16 h per day. UV- and halogen-illumination were kept constant for
all measurements with UV-intensities of 1000 lx. Hyperspectral imaging and RGB visualization was
performed 0–5 days after stress induction. Figures were generated with SigmaPlot 14 (Systat Software
GmbH, Erkrath, Germany). To compare individual absorption features from a common baseline the
continuum removal was calculated according to the continuum Removal function in the R prospector
package (Version 0.1.3).

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of Measurement Systems Observing Different Substances

To compare the non-imaging sensor Flame Spectrometer S with the imaging UV line scanner,
six different pure substances were measured with both systems. Reflectance patterns observed by
both sensor showed distinct peaks between 250–312 nm and 410–430 nm but these peaks were
more significant in measurements of the UV line scanner. All measurements of the UV line scanner
displayed a higher reflectance of about 0.2 starting at 300 nm compared to measurements of the Flame
Spectrometer S (Figure 2). The reflectance patterns of fructose, glucose, saccharose and sodium chloride
showed mostly constant reflectance from 250–430 nm with glucose showing the highest reflectance
of 1.2 measured with both sensors. In addition, the reflectance of glucose measured with the UV line
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scanner was represented by an increase of reflectance from 250–310 nm. Potassium nitrate decreased
in reflectance from 250–320 nm before increasing until 430 nm. Both sensors revealed a similar course
reaching reflectance levels of about 0.8 at 430 nm. The reflectance pattern of starch also decreased
from 250–300 nm before increasing until 430 nm, reaching similar reflectance levels as at 250 nm.
For a more accurate analysis of the comparative measurements the RMSE was calculated for each
substances displaying values less than 0.1 for all sugars and 0.101 for sodium chloride (Figure 2).
The comparison of measurements of potasium nitrate and starch demonstrated the highest values at
0.123. The standard deviation of measurements conducted with the UV line scanner was a maximum
of 0.2. Measurements of the Flame Spectrometer S mostly showed standard deviations of 0.05 except
for glucose with reached values of 0.2.

Figure 2. Spectral signatures of fructose, glucose, saccharose, potassium nitrate, sodium chloride
and starch, measured with UV line scanner and non-imaging Flame Spectrometer S. Light-blue and
red areas around the mean spectra indicate the standard deviation. RMSE was calculated for each
substance comparing both measurements.

3.2. Investigation of Phototoxicity of UV-Light on Plants

Hyperspectral imaging measurements of barley leaves illuminated with UV-light source revealed
macroscopically visible tissue damage of the leaves. To determine non-harmful intensities of UV-light,
barley plants were irradiated with intensities from 300–5000 lx (Figure 3). After staining with DAB,
the leaves were investigated under a microscope and H2O2 was detected in all leaves irradiated with
2250–5000 lx. Visual quantification displayed that high amounts of H2O2 generation occurs near the
cell walls from where it spread throughout the cell. H2O2 could not be detected in barley leaves
illuminated with 2000 lx or less.

3.3. Abiotic Salt Stress of Barley Leaves

Untreated barley leaves maintained a high vitality throughout the measurement and were
represented by green leaves 1–5 days after incubation (dai) (Figure 4). This was represented by
similar reflectance patterns throughout the measurement, with high reflectances at 250 nm and a
decrease of reflectance until 430 nm. Barley leaves incubated on 20 g NaCl/l phytoagar showed the
first indications of decreasing their green colour and turning yellow, what is called chlorosis 4 dai.
The chlorosis effect was distributed unevenly over the whole leaf and was represented in an increased
reflectance on day four and five after incubation at 330–430 nm (Figure 4). Barley leaves treated with
80 g NaCl/l phytoagar showed clear symptoms of chlorosis from 4 dai onwards with a chlorosis
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pattern of strips. The reflectance of these barley leaves increased and showed a high reflectance from
250–430 nm. All reflectance patterns were represented by distinct peaks for example at 260 nm, 311 nm
or 364 nm. Absorption features were similar during all measurements and occurred mostly from
320 nm onward. In addition, they decreased 4 and 5 dai.

Figure 3. Microscopic observation of H2O2 generation after staining due to tissue damage in barley
leaves stained with DAB after hyperspectral imaging with UV-light source with different illuminances
from 300–5000 lx.

Figure 4. Spectral signatures of barley leaves on 0 g, 20 g, 80 g NaCl/l phytoagar from 1–5 days after
incubation, corresponding continuum removal and RGB images of one and five dai.
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4. Discussion

Hyperspectral imaging in the UV-range for plant stress monitoring was investigated in this
study for the first time. The measuring performance of a new UV line scanner was compared to a
non-imaging UV-sensor. The interaction of sensors and UV-illumination led to significant peaks from
250–312 nm in all measurements and could not be removed by normalization. A correlation of these
peaks to specific plant molecules is not possible and they cannot be taken into account for further
discussion. The measurements of six different pure substances revealed that both sensors can be
compared with each other which is also confirmed by low RMSE values. But while each substance is
represented by a very similar course of reflectance in both measurements, an increase from 330 nm
onward and greater amplitude of all peaks is presented by measurements carried out with the imaging
UV line scanner. The discrepancy in reflectance between the sensors can be caused due to different
measuring geometry. The Flame Spectrometer S has a wider observation angle and needs to be close to
the sample. In addition, the imaging UV line scanner measures a smaller area of the sample compared
to the non-imaging Flame Spectrometer S but in addition to the one-dimensional spectral information
it also measured the two-dimensional spatial information. This can also lead to deviations between the
measurements since all samples except of starch are not a grounded powder but substances consistent
of small grains. The effect of uneven grains is eliminated in measurements of the UV line scanner
where a region of interest consisting of 40,000 pixels is used to extract the reflectance properties of each
substance. In conclusion, this study has shown that an imaging UV line scanner produces comparable
data to the Flame Spectrometer S, but the spatial resolution allows an application in more areas. Beside
starch all substances show similar reflectance patterns and levels in the visible range and a distinction
between the substances is not possible (Figure A1). But in the UV-range a differentiation between the
substances is possible because each substance has a unique reflectance pattern, showing the potential
of the UV-range to uncover invisible differences.

Due to the fact that UV-radiation (especially UV-B radiation from 280–315 nm) is known to
be hazardous safety precautions for the person performing the measurements as well as the plant
material must be given. While remote controls of both light sources and the linear axis ensure
the safety of the person performing the measurements the power settings of the UV-light source
had to be evaluated to optimize measurement quality without damaging the plant material. To
qualitatively asses the interaction between UV-light and plant tissue the production of H2O2 was
microscopically observed after DAB-staining which immediately polymerizes once it comes in contact
with H2O2 [20]. Reactive oxygen species like H2O2 are known to be induced as a response to abiotic
or biotic stresses [23] and can be be important modulators of programmed cell death, which is a
genetically controlled process resulting in selective cell death of impaired cells [24]. As a response to
UV-radiation plant cells display increased levels of ROS caused by disturbances of metabolic activities
and elevated levels of activity of membrane-localized NADPH-oxidase [23]. In Arabidopsis thaliana
the production of ROS was microscopically observed after irradiation with UV-C and a quick rise
of ROS could be detected in chloroplasts and adjacent mitochondria [25]. In this study H2O2 was
detected in all barley leaves illuminated with 2250–5000 lx indicating that barley leaves have to be
illuminated with less than 2250 lx during measurements to exclude any tissue damage caused by
UV-radiation. In compliance with these settings changes in reflectance are linked to applied stress
induction which was realized with monitoring abiotic salt stress of barley leaves. However, low
amounts of light with settings of 1000 lx lead to low intensities of 0.09 µW/cm2/nm in the UV-C range,
0.1 µW/cm2/nm in the UV-B range and 0.16 µW/cm2/nm in the UV-A range when measuring with
the Flame Spectrometer S. This demonstrates that lower wavelength ranges display a decrease in light
intensities and therefor in the measurement quality. Due to that a compromise must be found between
a light intensity that is non-harmful to plant tissue but still leads to a sufficient measurement quality.
While in previous studies measuring quality was improved with the use of additional light sources [26]
this would result in tissue damage in the UV-range. Within this imaging setup a further reduction of
light intensity is not possible and deductions have to be made in the measurement quality.
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Since plants undergoing salt stress experience an osmotic effect caused by a decrease of the osmotic
potential of water [27] and the high salt concentrations in the soil inhibit the uptake of water, lead to
osmotic stress [28], symptoms of chlorosis can appear. Additionally, an ionic effect due to an enhanced
accumulation of salt ions in plant cells occurs [27], reducing the energy production and resulting
in toxicity symptoms like chlorosis or necrosis caused by high amounts of natrium ions disturbing
the protein synthesis and enzyme activity [29]. Plants undergoing salt stress exhibit a disruption
of all major metabolic processes including photosynthesis, protein synthesis, and lipid and energy
metabolism of the amino acid synthesis [30]. In this study, untreated barley leaves displayed a constant
reflection from 1–5 days while barley leaves treated with 20 g NaCl/l phytoagar were represented
by an increased reflection from 330 nm onward 4 and 5 dai, corresponding to first indications of
chlorosis 4 dai. The increase in reflectance starting at 250 nm of barley leaves treated with 80g NaCl/l
phytoagar from 4 dai onward is also in accordance with chlorosis symptoms visible at 4 dai. The
constant vitality of untreated barley leaves 1–5 dai was in accordance with similar reflectance patterns
and can be linked to consistent amounts of plant molecules absorbing in the UV-range like flavonoids,
amino acids, anthocyanins [8–10]. Absorption features are represented by values smaller than one [31]
and were mainly seen from 320 nm onward. This signal is determined due to the sensor data quality
with high noise in the lower spectral regions and biological effects. Studies on chlorotic leaves of
apple trees showed a decrease of soluble proteins and most free amino acids compared to healthy
leaves due to a low activity of key enzymes in the amino acid synthesis [32]. The free amino acids also
include phenylalanine and tyrosine, both of which feature absorption maxima at 280 nm. This decrease
of amino acids in chlorotic tissue can explain an increase in reflectance at 280 nm of barley leaves
incubated on 80 g NaCl/l phytoagar after four and five days. Previous studies with chlorotic tea leaves
have shown that a number of metabolites belonging to the flavonoid metabolism were decreased in
chlorotic tea leaves [33]. A decrease of flavonoids in chlorotic tissue can additionally contribute to an
increased reflectance from 240–270 nm but also from 310–370 nm where flavonols and flavones (most
common class of flavonoids) feature absorption maxima. Procyanidin is one of the flavonoles which
demonstrated a decrease in chlorotic tissue and can be found in barley [34]. Since leaf reflectance from
400–750 nm is mostly influenced by plant pigments like chlorophyll and carotenoid [35] an increase
of reflectance in the blue range of barely leaves treated with 20 and 80 g NaCl/l phytoagar can be
correlated to a degradation of these pigments due to the development of chlorosis symptoms caused
by salt stress. As high amounts of natrium ions disturb the protein synthesis and enzyme activity [29]
in plants an increase of reflectance in the UV-range might be correlated to a change in the protein
concentration. Proteins and peptides absorb UV-light due to being comprised of amino acids with
aromatic side chains like tryptophan or phenylalanine which show strong UV-light absorption [36].
For a in depth connection of single plant compounds with reflectance patterns a detailed analytic or
molecular analysis will be conducted as a next step. In addition time-series measurements of plants
undergoing biotic stress will be carried out to characterize spectral signatures in the UV-range and to
establish correlations to secondary plant metabolites. But although it was shown that in the UV-range
a differentiation between the measured pure organic substances is possible, high-quality data of plants
can not be generated in the lower spectral regions. This can lead to a difficult evaluation of the data
and can limit the linkage to individual plant molecules.

5. Conclusions

This study introduces for the first time investigations of UV-hyperspectral imaging of plants
for plant stress detection and phenotyping. An experimental layout for the monitoring of abiotic
salt stress has been defined based on the preliminary experiments assessing the phototoxic effect
of the used UV-illumination with UV-intensities of less than 2250 lx. By measuring different white
substances it was demonstrated that an imaging UV line scanner produces comparable data to the
Flame Spectrometer S with additional spatial resolution. Due to interactions of the sensor and the
UV-illumination significant peaks were recorded in all measurements which could not be linked to
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specific plant molecules. A first study with hyperspectral measurements in the UV-range revealed new
signals which are connected to plant derived compounds and enable a new perspective on monitoring
stress processes in plants.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

dai days after incubation
DAB 3,3-diaminobenzidine
NIR near-infrared spectroscopy
RMSE root-mean-square error
ROS reactive oxygen species
SWIR short-wavelength infrared
UV ultraviolett
VIS visual spectrum

Appendix A

Figure A1. Spectral signatures of fructose, glucose, saccharose, potassium nitrate, sodium chloride and
starch (a) and difference spectrum to glucose (b) measured with UV line scanner.
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